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It will be interesting and important to inquire what status the civil law, in its development, has accorded to the unborn fetus. In general, this will be investigated with specific reference to the law of the individual states and by various courts' decisions.

One must keep in mind that the law and legal jurisprudence necessarily depend upon the medical sciences for the knowledge and information which is required for the determination and verification of conception, the beginning of human life, the nature of growth and development of intra-uterine life, the duration of pregnancy, the problems and complications of pregnancy and the entire process of delivery.

Obviously, the law can never be ahead of medical research but must always await the findings of science and allow sufficient time for their confirmation and proven worth. It will take some period of time for the experimental conclusions to be printed in the text books and journals and to be absorbed by the lawyers and jurists, who ultimately will find the proper cases and circumstances to apply and invoke the new data. A very obvious example of this would be the determination of pregnancy. Before the certain, probable and presumptive signs of pregnancy were determined relatively recently, the only certain indication of a pregnancy was the actual movement of the child within the mother. This would usually occur about the fourth month and was referred to as "quickening," and the mother was described as "quick with child." Since this was the first certain sign that a pregnancy actually was in progress, the law, with reference to the unborn fetus and its rights, would only consider such rights as dating from the first sign of movement. Any reference to a pregnancy possibly existing before quickening was mere suspicion of conjecture and was too tenuous upon which to recognize life, the right to life and other rights, which have their origin in true existence.

Since the discovery of the Aschheim-Zondek test for the determination of pregnancy and since this is reliable in better than ninety-five percent of cases, the law has abandoned the former criterion of "quickening" and will now accept the findings of the Aschheim-Zondek test.

A English Law and Jurisprudence

Blackstone, in his famous Commentary, states:

"Life is the immediate gift of God, a right inherent by nature in every individual; and it begins in contemplation of the law as soon as an infant stirs in the mother's womb. For if a woman is quick with child, and by a potion, or otherwise, killeth it in her womb; or if anyone beat her, whereby the child dieth in her body, and she is delivered of a dead child; this, though not murder, was by the ancient law homicide or manslaughter."

In English common law, it was understood that a fetus was not a human being, in the sense that the extinction of its life was true murder, that it was not a reasonable creature and that it did not have a life separate and independent of the mother but, relying on the ancient Roman Law, it believed that the fetus was part of the viscera of the mother.

Stephen declares: "The line must nevertheless be drawn either at the point where the fetus begins to live, or at a point at which it begins to have a life independent of its mother's life, or at a point where it has completely proceeded into the world from its mother's body. It is almost equally obvious that the last of these three periods is the one which it is most convenient to choose.... The line has in fact been drawn at this point by the law of England." 2

With reference to civil matters and the right of the unborn child to hold title to property and to inherit a legacy, Blackstone says:

"An infant, in the mother's womb, is supposed in law to be born for many purposes. It is capable of having a legacy, or a surrender of a copyhold estate made to it; and it is enabled to have an estate limited to its use, and to take afterwards by such limitation, as if it were then actually born."

The Civil Law of England clearly held that, once a child was actually born and could prove it was in existence at the time a right would have been available to it, then it would enjoy the right of being considered in law a person from the very moment of its conception. Lord MacMillan, in 1935, in Elliot v. Jolicey concluded that a fetus in the womb was to be regarded as a living person with reference to all matters that would be to its advantage but no other person could derive a benefit from an unborn child until it were actually born.

In 1907, the House of Lords in Villar v. Gilsby stated that the ordinary meaning of laws that refer to "children" or "issue" would not normally include the intrauterine fetus but a departure from the strict meaning would be justified so that a fictional construction might be given to them whereby an unborn child might be considered as already born for purposes of benefiting from a right to which he would be entitled if he were born. This fictional construction was always predicated on the fact of a subsequent live birth.

In the same year of 1907, the English Court of Appeal in Williams v. Ocean Coal Co. Ltd. held that the fictional construction that had been applied with reference to real property in Villar v. Gilsby should be extended to include personal property so that an unborn child might be considered a
dependent under the Workers’ Compensation Act and receive a benefit by reason of his father’s death, which had occurred prior to the fetus’ birth. In 1909, The House of Lords affirmed this interpretation.

In 1909, the English Court of Appeal, again considering the legal status of an unborn child, declared in Schofield v. Orrell Colliery Co.:

“Of course an unborn child is not born—it is not an existing person in the ordinary sense of the word. All our statutes are, of course, framed in language suitable to the case of existing persons, and thus the peculiar fiction of the law by which a non-existent person is to be taken as existing is not provided for in their language; therefore you can always show that the language of a statute does not fit the case of the unborn. But that is not the way to consider statutes when you are dealing with cases in which the law has given the same rights to a non-existent child as to an existing child. The true way of interpreting the language of a statute in such a case is to assume that the child is born, and then to draw deductions in the same way as we should in the case of an existing person.”

In the first decade of this century, it was necessary to postulate this fiction of law, if legal rights were to be vested in and accru to the fetus because embryology had not as yet advanced to the point where it could definitely state that human life existed from the very moment of conception, that the normal process of pregnancy was an uninterrupted growth and development of this same human life, that the fetus was an entirely independent entity, dependent upon the mother only for circulatory and nutritional needs, that birth was merely one more milestone along the road of this development, whereby the human child could now exist completely separate from the mother and that the process of life, which began at conception, continues

uninterruptedly through gestation, the period of birth, adolescence, young adulthood and is completed only after twenty-five years of life. This important knowledge and data would not become available until the fourth and fifth decades on this century. At that time, the mere fiction of law could be abandoned because the law could now vest rights in the fetus as it vests rights in other persons because in truly human life, existing from the very moment of conception, enables the fetus to be considered a human person.

In 1891, an Irish Court heard the petition of a female infant who was seeking recovery for injuries which she had sustained, while sitting in her mother’s womb, by reason of being a passenger with her mother on a train that was involved in a collision. The accident and the ensuing injuries caused her to be born permanently injured, crippled and deformed.

It was the claim of the infant that her mother was quick with child at the time that she boarded a train of the Great Northern Railroad of Ireland, that the mother purchased a ticket that the train was handled in a negligent manner, thus making the railroad liable for the injuries which she sustained and for which she should be allowed to recover.

The Irish Justices, who decided this case, considered merely the contractual implications and the liability of the Railroad by reason of contractual obligations, they completely ignored the Tortious action, which in fact, was the only action presented by the infant plaintiff. The Judges declared that, by reason of the purchase of a ticket, the Railroad assumed responsibility for the safe carriage of the mother but that this responsibility could not be extended to the unborn, unseen child, who had purchased no ticket and who did not even exist as far as the Railroad was concerned because they were not informed in advance that the passenger was pregnant and they could not reasonably be expected to presume or foresee this contingency.

This decision has been criticized not merely for its failure to consider the action of Tort but also because of the very narrow, limited and constricted view of contractual liability. The question of whether or not the claimant sustained injury by reason of the defendant’s negligence—the principal issue—was never studied or resolved. The remarks of Justice O’Brien are worthy of note as a curious piece of legalism, which concentrates on the narrow and limited view and entirely ignores the broader implications:

In law, in reason, in the common language of mankind, in the bond of physical union, and in the instinct of duty and solicitude, at which the continuance of the world depends, a woman is the common carrier of her unborn child, and not a railway company.

The English jurisprudence considered not merely the rights of a child to sue after its birth for injuries sustained while it was still in its mother’s womb, since it was truly a living person at that time, but it also considered the rights of a fetus to sue for these injuries even before it was born. As definitely favoring such a right, Justice Buller arguing against the nullity of a fetus, stated:

"Let us see what this nonentity can do. He may be vanished in a recovery, though it is the purpose of making him answer over and over. He may even be an executor. He may take under the Statutes of Distributions. He may take by devise. He may be entitled under a charge to take the particular portions. He may have an injunction, and he may have a guardian. Some other cases put this beyond all doubt. In Wallis v. Hodson, Lord Harwick says, ‘The principle I go upon in the question is, that the plaintiff was en ventre sa mere at the time of her brother’s death, and consequently a person in rerum natura, so that, by the rules of the common and civil law, she was to all intents and purposes a child as if born in the father’s lifetime.’ In the same case Lord Harwick takes notice that the civil law confines the rules to cases where it is for the benefit of the child to be considered as born, but notwithstanding he states the rule to be that such child is considered living to all intents and purposes. Why should not children en ventre sa mere be considered generally as in existence? They are entitled to all the privileges of other persons.”

Many cases in the English and Australian Courts, centered on the right of a fetus to petition, even before its birth, for injuries sustained during its intra-uterine life, were decided on the principle that the suit might be instituted before birth but final adjudication of the claim could not be made until after the child had been safely born.

Justice Martin in Mans v. Carlon, decided in 1940, shows the reticence of the Courts in Australia to enter a final judgment before the actual birth of the child.

"It seems that what authority there is, is in favour of the view that a child en ventre sa mere has a right of action, but whether that right is a vested right which enables a claim to be made on its behalf before birth or only becomes vested when it is born alive is a difficult question on which I do not intend to express an opinion, as, in any event, I consider a stay should be granted. But in any event the balance of convenience seems to be in favour of granting a stay of the trial until the birth of the child or further order and, if the child be stillborn, I grant liberty to the defendants to apply to strike out the petition of claim all reference to it."
B. American Law and Jurisprudence

There has been a tradition in the American Law and Jurisprudence with respect to the status and rights of a fetus and there has been a growth and development in this area of the law in recent years, which has corresponded to medical research and new medical findings and discoveries.

The rights of the fetus might be ascertained readily and conveniently if we were to investigate separately and individually each category of the law that might have particular and specific reference to an unborn child. Thus, we shall proceed by considering the right of the fetus: to sue for injuries sustained during intrauterine life, to have a guardian appointed and to sue under Workmen's Compensation, to be born and to live; in his own name to receive support, to inherit, to recover finally, we shall study the Constitution.

1. The Right of the Fetus to Sue for Pre-Natal Injuries

In 1879, an Iowa court held that a father could not recover for injuries sustained by a fetus who had been the victim of a miscarriage.

In 1880, a suit was entered against the Town of Danville, Vermont, for indemnification for injuries sustained by an unborn, who subsequently died. This was one of the earlier cases of this type and set a pattern and a precedent for deciding similar cases for many years in the future. In this case, the Court ruled that the mother could not recover for the grief and sorrow she experienced by reason of the death of her unborn child. Grief was too nebulous, personal and intangible a concept to warrant concrete tangible and definite compensation. The decision states:

"Any injured feelings following a miscarriage, not part of the paternally attending it, are too remote to be considered an element of damage. If the plaintiff had foreseen that such grief involves too much a sensation of sentiment to be left to the discretion and caprice of a jury. If like Race he be not for her children and would not be comforted, a question of contributory negligence is presented, too delicate to be weighed by any scales which the law has yet invented."

A more celebrated, better known and often quoted case is the Dietrich v. Inhabitants of Northampton of 1884. In this suit, the mother alleged that, because of a defect in the highway, resulting from negligent maintenance, she slipped and fell and, being four or five months pregnant, the fetus was born prematurely and lived only ten or fifteen minutes. Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes, the Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of Massachusetts, rendered the opinion. He stated:

"But no case, so far as we know, has ever decided that, if the infant were, it could maintain an action for injuries sustained while in its mother's womb... If we should assume, irrespective of precedent, that a man might owe a duty of care and not have a conditional prospective liability in tort to one not yet in being... If we should assume also that causing an infant to be born prematurely stands on the same footing as wounding or poisoning, should it then be confronted by the question raised by the defendant, whether an infant dying before it was able to live separately from its mother could have become a person recognized by the law as capable of having a locus standi in court, of being represented there by a legal administrator... As the unborn child was a part of the mother at the time of the injury, any damage to it which was not remote to be recovered for at all was recoverable by her, we think it clear that the statute sued upon does not embrace the plaintiff's intestate within its meaning..."

Justice Holmes denied the right of recovery because he felt the unborn child, being a part of the mother and not separate, distinct and independent of her, had no personal existence and which the law could recognize; Furthermore, there was no precedent which had allowed for recovery for pre-natal injury or for wrongful death.

One might question the statement of lack of precedent because Justice Holmes could have considered the declaration of Justice Buller (cf. supra) in Thelkison v. Woodford to the effect that a fetus was not a legal personality.

Hay has some interesting observations to make on Holmes' decision:

"Justice Holmes assumed from the lack of precedent that the common law forbad such a suit, and at least one judge has followed the Dietrich case on the specific ground that Justice Holmes knew the common law better than he did (Dietrich v. Gorsuch (1951), 197 Md. 47). It is significant, however, that no case has ever denied recovery for prenatal injuries, and it has been said that there was no common law on the point until Justice Holmes said there was. If this is so, the common law denial of recovery was not the basis for the decision but the result of it."

Gordon notes that "Holmes' fiat is the extent of the authority of the court" and that his opinion "bristled with assertions of personal opinion and an inexplicable force." He notes that if the issue, in considering the analogy between the criminal law statutes, concerning an attack upon the unborn child, and an action of tort, failed to take the two sides and read them together and thus, by neglecting the one and studying only the second, he drew a false conclusion.

In any event, Holmes' opinion prevailed and was quoted as the law and authority from 1884 until 1946.

In addition to the fact that an unborn child was not considered as separate and distinct entity from the mother and thus could not be granted legal recognition or given legal existence, there was added another complicating factor to the right of recovery for injuries sustained in the prenatal stage and this was the question of proving the cause of the injuries and their effect, if any, upon the subsequent birth or death of the fetus and the condition of the fetus at birth. In the Walker v. Great Northern Railroad of Ireland of 1891 (cf. supra), Justice O'Brien raised this question of proof:

"There are instances in the law where rules of right are founded upon the inherent and inevitable difficulty or improbability of proof. And it is easy to see on what a boundless sea of speculation in evidence this new idea (to allow an action for prenatal injuries) would launch us. What a field would be opened to extravagance of testimony, already great enough - if science could carry her lamp... into the unseen laboratory of nature - could pretend to reveal the causes and things that are hidden there - could trace a hair-tip to nervous shock, or a bunch of grapes on the face to the fright - could, in fact, make human nature the same thing as human science. There may be a question of evidence... but the law may see such danger in that evidence, may have such a suspicion of human ignorance and presumption, that it will not allow any question of evidence to be entered into at all."

This opinion of Justice O'Brien had great weight and evidence in subsequent decisions in American courts, where the right to recover was...
denied because of the difficulty in proving cause and effect relationship between the prenatal injuries and survival and death, on the one hand, and condition at birth, on the other hand.

In Magnolia Coca Cola Bottling Co. v. Jordan (1935), the plaintiff alleged that she was involved in an automobile accident by reason of the defendant's negligence and, as a result, her twins were born prematurely and on of them was bruised and died nineteen days after birth. The court quoted from Justice O'Brien, approved his conclusions and declared that many fictitious claims would be entered if recovery were allowed. The decision stated:

"The law gives to parents no cause of action for the loss of a child which dies as a proximate result of injuries while it is still quick in the womb of its mother, even though such injuries may be inflicted by the negligence of the defendant." 16

This 1935 decision, which was the precedent for all Texas cases, was set aside by the Texas Supreme Court only in November, 1967. In this most recent case, Mrs. Leal sued the C. C. Pitts Sand and Gravel Company for $50,000, complaining that her infant was born two or three months prematurely and died within two days and the premature birth was caused by an accident between her family car and the sand truck, which was driven in a negligent manner. The District Court and the Court of Civil Appeals denied any recovery to the plaintiff, but the Texas Supreme Court, in an opinion written by Associate Justice Zollie Steakley, recognized that the unborn infant had life and rights, separate from the mother, and granted compensation to the mother. 17

All the criteria and principles, denying recovery, are set forth in the opinion of Justice Ronan in the Blue v. Passanesi case, argued before the Supreme Court of Massachusetts in 1950:

"A review of all these subsequent decisions denying relief for prenatal injuries demonstrates that they were based upon the grounds that there was lack of precedent, that there was due regard for the principle of stare decisis, that the unborn child was a part of the mother, that any causal relation between the prenatal injury and the death or condition of the child was set out of speculation and conjecture, and that recognition of any cause of action in favor of the child or its estate would be due to fictitious claims."

In considering the arguments adduced for the right of recovery, Justice Ronan continues:

"We readily concede the strength of these grounds, but there is also strong and weighty arguments to the contrary, including that based upon the practical difficulty of reliable proof." 18

Chronologically, after the Dierich decision, the next important case to be considered is the Allaire v. St. Luke's Hospital. The interesting aspect of this case is not the majority opinion which reached the Holmes' thrust but rather the prophetic and future-looking dissenting opinion of Justice Boggs.

The plaintiff in this case is a male infant, Thomas E. Allaire, who sued through his mother and attorney, St. Luke's Hospital in Chicago. Illinois. The plaintiff claims that on February 6, 1936, his mother was a patient at said hospital for purposes of a confinement prior to his birth, which was imminent. At the direction of hospital attendants, the mother was being transported via an open elevator from the second floor to the obstetrical suite. She was seated on a chair in the elevator and, as the elevator ascended, the left side of her body became entangled on some object projecting out from the wall of the shaft. The impact threw the patient to the floor of the elevator and, as a result, she was "greatly cut, mangled, bruised and the bones thereof broken and said mother greatly and grievously bruised, hurt, jamed, and wounded in her left hip, thigh, side and body and other personal injuries." 19

The plaintiff was born on February 6, 1896, and alleges that, by reason of the accident in which his mother was involved and the injuries sustained by her, he was born injured and deformed. "His left foot, left limb, left side and left hand were and became and hitherto have been and still are wasted, withered and atrophied and said limb is smaller than natural by more than one tenth and made thereby to turn inward and the sole thereof upward and his said limb shorter than natural by more than four inches and said hip, side and arm by reason of said negligence and injuries became and are made shrunken, atrophied and paralytic and his said limb without flesh thereon and from thence hitherto so been and still are, and said plaintiff thereby greatly and sadly crippled for life." 20

In the hearings before the trial and appellate courts, the verdict favored the hospital. The infant then sued before the Supreme Court of Illinois, and the decision was rendered by a per curiam opinion, which was adverse to the plaintiff. This Tribunal agreed completely with and affirmed the decision of the appellate court, which accepted the findings of the Dierich and Walker cases. The majority opinion favored the position that the unborn child, while in its mother's womb, is a part of the mother and not separate and distinct from her and becomes independent only when severed at birth; that the fetus was not in legal existence at the time of the accident; that the injuries were sustained by the mother and were recoverable only by her; that neither statutory law nor the common law recognized the right of an infant to sue for prenatal injuries; that, if tradition and precedent is to be changed and new rights are to be accorded, this must be accomplished by the legislature and not by the courts; that an unborn child is recognized as the subject of rights not by factual existence but by a legal fiction.

Justice Boggs, in his dissent, agreed that there was no precedent, by adjudicated case, for allowing a child, once born, to sue for injuries sustained in his mother's womb but added:

"An adjudicated case is not indispensable to establish a right to recover under the rules of the common law. Lord Mansfield declared: 'the law of England would be an absurd science if it was founded upon precedents only. Precedents were to illustrate principles, and to give them a fixed certainty.' 21

Boggs continues:

"At the common law, actions were maintainable to recover damages occasioned by injuries to the person or the plaintiff, whether inflicted intentionally or through the negligence of the defendant. The governing principle illustrated by such cases is that the common law by way of damages, gave redress for personal injuries inflicted by the wrong or neglect of another. The case disclosed by the declaration under consideration is embraced within the limits of the principle thus recognized and it is clear recovery could have been maintained at common law unless the fact the plaintiff was unborn when the alleged injuries were inflicted would have operated to deny a right of action."
Justice Boggs demonstrated an awareness of the true life and human existence of a fetus when he stated:

"Medical science and skill and experience have demonstrated that at a period of gestation in advance of the period of parturition the fetus is capable of independent and separate life and that, though within the body of the mother, it is not merely a part of her body, for her body may die in all of its parts and child remain alive and capable of maintaining life, when separated from the dead body of the mother. If at that period a child so advanced is injured in its limbs or members, and is born into the living world suffering from the effects of the injury, is it not sacrificing truth to a mere theoretical abstraction to say the injury was not to the child, but wholly to the mother?"

A child in ventre sa mère was regarded at the common law as in esse from the time of conception for the purpose of taking any estate, whether by descent or devise, or under the statute of distribution, if the infant was born alive after such a period of foetal existence that its continuance if life was or might be reasonably expected. . . . If, in the contemplation of the common law, life begins as soon as the infant is able to stir in the mother's womb, and that an injury inflicted upon an infant while in the womb of the mother shall be deemed murder if the infant survive the wound during prenatal life, but succumbs to it, and dies from it after being born, and if every legitimate infant in ventre sa mère is to be deemed born as for all purposes beneficial to the child, why should it be supposed the common law would have denied to an infant born alive the right to recover damages for the injury inflicted upon it while in the womb of the mother? Had such injury, though inflicted on the child while in the mother's womb, been sufficient to cause the death of the infant after it had been born alive, the common law would have regarded the injury as having been inflicted upon a human being, and punished the perpetrator accordingly; and, that being true, why should the infant which survives be denied the right to recover damages occasioned by the same injury?

In the case at bar the infant, when the injury was inflicted, had, as the declaration alleged, reached that advanced stage of foetal life which would have, according to the experience of mankind, and according to the medical learning of the age, allowed it with such vitality and vigor, aided with members and faculties so far complete and mature, to maintain an independent and separate existence, and that the death of the mother would not have deprived it of life. It is but natural justice that such an infant, when born alive, should be allowed to maintain an action in the courts for injuries wrongfully committed upon its person while in its womb of the mother.

Justice Boggs declared that the precedent of the Dietrich case could not apply to the present situation because in that case, the fetus was not viable but in this controversy "the child had reached that stage of foetal life when it was capable of existence independent of the mother: that its person was injured within itself and it was afterwards born alive, and with sufficient strength and maturity to maintain independent existence and still live"; and that the case of the Walthour case was not applicable to the instant litigation because, in that case, the Railroad did not know the fetus was in existence because the pregan condition of the mother was not known but, in the present instance, the hospital knew the mother was gravely and received her for the express purpose of delivering her baby; also, the Railroad may not have had the liability towards the child because no contractual relationship had been initiated by the purchase of a ticket but, in the current case at bar, the hospital assumed the responsibility to care for mother and child in view of the compensation it received.

Justice Boggs concludes:

"If, in delivering a child, an attending physician, acting for a compensation, should wantonly or by actionable negligence injure the limbs of an infant, and thereby cause his death, the child, although born alive and living, to be maimed and crippled in body or members, it would be abhorrent to every impulse of justice or reason to deny to such a child a right of action against such physician to recover damages for the wrongs and injuries inflicted by such physician. The question is, could we not, consistent with a due respect to the plaintiff, though unborn, to bestow due and ordinary care and skill to the matter of life and death and its preservation and to bring before and at the time of his birth. . . . Should compensation for his injuries be denied on a general theory — known to be the false — that the child was not to his person, but to the person of his mother? The law should, it seems to me, be that wherever a child is born is so far advanced in prenatal age as that should parturition by natural or artificial means occur at such age, such child could and would live separable from the mother, and grow into the ordinary activities of life, and is afterwards born, and becomes a living human being, such child has a right of action for any injuries done by or negligently inflicted upon his person at such age of viability, through then in the womb of the mother."

The opinion of Justice Boggs, while controlling in the Allaire case, was nevertheless an important and momentous one, because it is the first recorded opinion in American jurisprudence which held that a living, viable fetus, while in the uterus, is an independent person with human life, processes rights including the right to bring an action to recover damages for injuries which are known to have been negligently and unreasonably inflicted and that natural justice and the reason dictate there must be a legal remedy for wrongs suffered. The Boggs opinion is also a landmark in jurisprudential development inasmuch as it laid the foundation and groundwork for future decisions, which would allow recovery.

The Boggs rationale prevailed in only two cases26, while the Holmes' dictum triumphed in most cases until the 1950's.27

In 1933, an Ohio court indicated that the right to sue and recover should be denied for reasons of convenience and public policy.28 In the same year, the Supreme Court of Canada declared that the injured child, if he is born alive and if he continues to live, must bear the results of his injury throughout life and, therefore, he should have the right in justice to recover damages for his infirmity.29

In 1942, Chief Justice Brogan, in a dissenting opinion, inquired why the courts felt bound to follow the precedent, denying personality to an unborn fetus in tortious actions, when in other fields of the law, such a one was recognized as an individual person when it was to its benefit.30

The general reasons for continuing the denial of the right of the unborn to sue were: the lack of legal precedent, the inability of medical science, at that time, to determine the viability of the fetus and to prove conclusively a casual relationship between the negligent act and the injuries sustained and, finally, because of the danger of fictitious claims.

In Danusiewicz v. Gorsuch, two important principles were set forth: that one must draw a distinction between the right to bring a suit and the ability to prove one's allegations conclusively; that the courts have always been engaged in differentiating legitimate claims from false claims.31

An Illinois court suggested that, if justice requires that every wrong be righted by the law, the legislature should set forth by statute the right of the unborn to sue; this should not be declared by the courts.32 An Ohio court denied this assertion: "No legislative action is required to authorize recovery for personal injuries caused by the negligence of another. Such right was one existing at common law.33
One final objection was raised to the right to sue for prenatal injuries and that was the danger that, if the right were granted and recognized, a child, when born, could sue his mother for any negligence that might be attributable to her.39

The first significant change from the Dietrich rule came in a decision of the Federal Court of the District of Columbia in 1946 in the Bonbrest v. Kotz litigation.35 This was a malpractice suit in which the physician sustaining of injuries by the child was alleged to have been attributable to negligence in the treatment of the child. The causal relationship between the modus operandi of the doctor and the sustaining of injuries by the child was clearly proved, so that there was no danger of a fictitious claim. The decision remarked: "The law is presumed to keep pace with the sciences and medical science certainly has made progress since 1884 (when the Holmes' opinion was rendered)."

The important contribution of the Bonbrest case is the recognition that a viable fetus has the right to sue for injuries which were inflicted in the latter stages of its prenatal existence because the viable fetus is an independent entity and separate, in its existence, from the mother. This is emphasized in the sentence of the court: "Judicial opinion ... has held that ... prenatal injury offered no basis for an action in tort in favor of the child or its personal representative. This conclusion is predicated on the assumption that a child en ventre sa mere ... is so intimately united with its mother as to be a "part" of her and as a result is not to be regarded as a separate and distinct individual entity. This rather anomalous doctrine was announced by Mr. Justice Holmes in Dietrich v. Inhabitants of Northampton ... As to a viable child being a "part" of its mother — this argument seems to me to be a contradiction in terms. True, it is in the womb, but its capacity of extra-uterine life is wholly dependent on its continued development. It is not a part of the mother in the sense of a constituent element ... Indeed, it is generally held that a non-viable fetus is not a part of the mother."

It is important to note that the law vests rights only in persons — either real and in actual existence or by fiction of law, either physical or moral. In the early common law, and unborn had rights, by fiction of law, as if they were existing in property and under wells. The embryological knowledge of the time would not allow for a doctrine of real human, physical existence for an unborn fetus as a separate, distinct and independent person. Under Holmes' rule, the unborn fetus was considered as part of the mother and only the mother was the person who sustained the injuries and she was the person who recovered damages. Justice Boggs in Allaire was convinced that the unborn fetus was an independent person, who should be recognized as having the right, when born, to sue for prenatal injuries but his convictions were not followed. In Bonbrest, the viable fetus was considered by the law to be an independent entity in whom legal rights could be vested — including the right to bring an action. Later, other courts were to consider a non-viable fetus as an individual person, who could bring a tort action. The conclusion is important: the law vests rights only in persons and if the law grants rights to a non-viable fetus the law recognizes such a person.

So deeply entrenched in American jurisprudence was the Holmes' ruling and the Dietrich finding that it remained the law in many states until the 1960's. From the time of the Bonbrest decision in 1946 up to the present, there were simultaneous, parallel legal positions: some jurisdictions were still denying a tort action; some states were granting the right to sue provided that the fetus was viable at the time of the injury and was subsequently born alive; other states were according the right to a fetus who was actually non-viable at the time the trauma was experienced, again providing that there was a live birth; a third group of states was actually holding that the right to bring an action was recognized even if the fetus was stillborn.

Minnesota was the first state to have its court of last appeal grant to a child the right to recover damages for injuries sustained in its prenatal life after it had become viable and this was in 1949.34 From 1946 until 1967, in all one state has accorded the right to sue to a child who was a viable fetus at the time of injury and was later blessed with live birth.

In 1953, Illinois, in two separate cases, reversed the 1900 decision of Allaire and finally adopted the position of Justice Boggs as set forth in his dissenting opinion.37

During this twenty-one year period, some states, in earlier decisions, adopted the Holmes' rule and reversed themselves in later decisions and allowed and recognized the right to sue. Massachusetts provides such an example.

In 1950, in Bliss v. Passanesi, Justice Komai, noting that a precedent was established which was contrary to the Dietrich finding, and recognizing the validity of their arguments, maintained that:

The decision in Dietrich case not only established the law in this Commonwealth since its rendition more than sixty years ago but it is still supported by the great weight of authority in other jurisdictions. We are not inclined to overrule the Dietrich case.38

In 1952, the Supreme Court of Massachusetts decided the Cavanaugh v. First National Stores, Inc. case. A child brought an action by his next friend alleging that on December 25, 1945 "he was a living entity, existing as a developing child, quick with life and viable in the womb of his mother ... who then was pregnant with him for six months, that his mother purchased and ate unfit turkey supplied by the defendant; that as a result she became sick and was caused to be born prematurely next day to have a premature childbirth; and that the plaintiff was born blind ... otherwise not fully, normally and naturally developed." After considering the rulings of recent years "allowing recovery by a child for prenatal injury ... we are not prepared to overrule our earlier decisions, which began nearly seventy years ago."

An action was brought by Zella Keyes as administratrix of the estate of Duncan Reed against the Construction Service Inc. alleging "that while her interstate was an existing viable child in his mother's womb, he received bodily injury in a collision of automobiles, causing him to be born prematurely, and which said bodily injuries resulted in his death." The Supreme Court, while not actually deciding the case because the actual live birth of the child was not clearly proved, did return the case to the trial court for the verification of this fact, thereby indicating that the right to sue and to recover would be recognized once all the facts, required by law, are established.

The Supreme Court in its decision in 1960 stated:
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"We are asked to reexamine previous decisions of this court and again decide whether a child or his legal representative may recover in an action of tort for prenatal injuries caused by the negligence of a third party who was not the child's mother."

Some quotations from this ruling should be pointed out and carefully considered:

"Reasons generally advanced for recognizing a child's right of action for prenatal injuries are: Natural justice demands recognition of a legal right of a child to begin life unimpaired by physical or mental defects resulting from the injury caused by the negligence of another. A manifest wrong should not go without redress. Since the law protects an unborn child in the descent and devolution of property whenever it would be for the benefit of the child and in the enforcement of criminal law, the unborn child is regarded as a legal entity; therefore by analogy the law should recognize the right of an unborn child not to be injured tortiously by another. . . . No new reason has been advanced in recent years for allowing recovery other than the growing recognition of important new considerations, to adhere to previous standing decisions simply because no cases have been filed recently. It is clear by a ruling in 1960 that, in the next case, Michigan will allow recovery."

"Some states - Nebraska, Oklahoma and Alaska - by reason of broad reasoning in recent decisions, have come to the decision made. . . . Clearly the majority of jurisdictions recognize the right of a child to sue after his birth, for damages sustained while a viable fetus."

"In 1953, there was a departure from the viability requirement in the Kelly v. Gregory case, the plaintiff alleged that he was injured during the third month of his mother's pregnancy. In granting him, as born, the right to sue for recovery, the court pointed out that the mother's biological separability shall begin with birth as the mother's biological separability shall begin with birth as the fact that theconcept of viability is highly relative, depending on its application on a multiplicity of different situations. That, it is not only unjust but unacceptable . . . . There is little doubt this trend will continue, and that the law will someday make no distinction as to cause of action for prenatal injuries."

"In the most recent case decided in favor of recovery for injuries received in the pre-viable state, the mother was about three and a half months pregnant when she was involved in an accident, which was allegedly caused by the defendant's negligence and the injuries resulted in a premature birth and the prematurity brought on death. The child lived about two and one-half hours after birth. The Supreme Court of Massachusetts held that the intestate was a person within the understanding of the Wrongful Death Act and the administrator of his estate could bring action for his death. The decision declares:"

"In the case at bar, where the fetus was not viable, we must decide whether there is a sound distinction from the situation where the fetus is viable. . . . In the vast majority of cases where the present issue has arisen recovery has been allowed. . . . There is no longer lack of precedent. The advancement of medical science should take care of most of these arguments (i.e. against recovery). The element of speculation is not present to any greater extent than in the usual tort claim where medical evidence is offered and the issue of causation must be weighed with great care. . . . We are not impressed with the soundness of the arguments against recovery. They should not prevail against logic and justice. We hold that the plaintiff's intestate was a person." The Supreme Court of Pennsylvania has held that "medical authorities have long since recognized that a child is in existence from the moment of conception."

Two courts have recognized the right to recover for injuries sustained in the very first month of pregnancy - Illinois and Pennsylvania. Georgia has accorded the right with reference to injuries in the second month of pregnancy. A further reason to justify actions for injuries sustained in the pre-viable.
period is the consideration that recent medical findings indicate that much damage is done to the fetus in the first trimester of pregnancy. Indeed, there is substantial medical authority which indicates that congenital structural defects occasioned by environmental factors can be sustained only within the earliest stages of the previable period. Judicial disallowance of actions for injuries to nonviable fetuses may well be a denial of the most meritorious claims.5 2

By reason of the above evidence, it is abundantly clear that the greater number of Courts recognize the legal personality of the viable fetus and the definite tendency for the future is to abandon completely the arbitrary distinction between non-viability and viability and thereby recognize the legal personality of the non-viable or pre-viable fetus and accord the right, after birth, to bring an action for injuries sustained in the first twenty-six weeks of intrauterine life.

The above rights and actions are, however, predicated upon and limited by the subsequent live birth of the child. If the child is born alive and even if it survives only a matter of a few minutes or a few hours, the right to sue for prenatal injury is recognized. What about the fetus who dies in the uterus by reason of the very injuries sustained? Is there a right to his parents, to his beneficiaries to recover or to be compensated for his death?

The first reaction might be that if a child, when born, can sue for injury, certainly parents should be able to institute action for his death, since death is a greater evil than injury. This would definitely be the logical approach but the law cannot always follow its basis upon pure logic.

There are many factors to be considered in the cases of stillbirths, e.g., what is the real basis of the right to recover? Is recovery of benefit to the dead child or merely compensation to the parents for their sorrow and loss? How are the legal derivations and analogies to be applied? Is recovery a compensatory mechanism or merely a punitive action for negligence? Is natural justice involved in these actions, whereby there must be a found a legal right for every wrong or injury? Is factual birth that important a happening that its absence can restrict or deny the right of recovery?

However these questions may be answered, it would appear that, in regards the right to recover when a fetus is stillborn, there should not be any distinction as to whether the death occurred in the viable or non-viable state. However, the justification used in the prenatal injury cases would seem equally applicable here, no matter that type of death statute is involved. It is just as illogical to permit recovery for the estates of viable fetus and to deny it to those of nonviable fetuses; the loss to the parents is the same.5 2

The same author notes: "On the basis of legislative intent, however, limiting recovery to surviving infants is no more justifiable than a similar distinction between viable and nonviable fetuses. Moreover, in a death action it is the parents that are claiming compensation, not the fetus. As long as the parents are recognized to have a compensable interest in the case of death caused by prenatal injuries when the fetus initially survives birth, there is no reason why recovery should be denied stillborn cases. The essential interest of both situations is the expectation of the parents. In those cases where recovery is allowed, it is in effect, compensates for emotional distress resulting from frustration of the expectation. . . . The absurdity of drawing the line of liability at survival is possibly best revealed by the recent action of a Pennsylvania court in granting letters of administration to the estates of two of a set of triplets while denying them as to the third; all three were allegedly killed by prenatal injuries sustained in an automobile accident, but while two survived birth for a few minutes, the third was stillborn.5 4"

The essential difference between the action at law if the fetus is born alive or is stillborn is that, in the case of a live birth, even though death ensues almost immediately, there is an action that survives the death and that can be brought in the name of the deceased by the one who administers his estate; whereas if the fetus is stillborn, the action is brought by parents or beneficiaries in their own name for compensation for their loss without any reference to the rights of the stillborn.

In connection, Gordon remarks:

"To attack the requirement of live birth is, practically speaking, to abandon an interest in the fetus and to embrace a policy that declares that the beneficiaries of a stillborn infant ought to recover under the Wrongful Death Statutes."5 6

A further difficulty in the allowance of an action for a stillborn is a very practical one — what criterion or norm is to be used to regulate the amount of compensation?5 7

Huy addresses himself to this problem: "Since most states have compulsory wrongful death statutes — that is, the amount of recovery is limited to the amount of compensation one could reasonably have been expected to contribute to the person wronged — such an action is usually worth no more than nominal damages. Future income of a child born dead had he lived is certainly speculative, and the expenses of raising the child would definitely be great, so financial

loss usually cannot be proved. If the amount recoverable under the wrongful death statute is proportional to the fault of the defendant, then a suit on behalf of a baby born dead is meaningful.5 5"

Gordon, reflecting on this problem of compensation, declares:

"Although it is true that parents have been able to recover substantially for the loss of a minor child, the grant of compensation to the beneficiaries of such a minor, and a fortiori to the parents of an infant in utero, is in reality compensation for sentimental loss framed as though it were pecuniary loss. The award is pure speculation. A fundamental basis of tort law is the provision of compensation to an innocent plaintiff for the loss that he has suffered. Tort law is not, as a general rule, premised upon punishing the wrongdoer. It is not submitted that the tortious destroyer of a child in utero should be able to escape completely by killing instead of merely maiming. But it is submitted that to compensate the parents any further than they are entitled by well-settled principles of law and to give them a windfall through the estate of the fetus is blatant punishment. The actual — pecuniary — loss basis of compensation in wrongful death actions has, where the award will be based on speculation, given way in some states to a fixed sum of money. It has been submitted that the same principles be adopted in the unborn plaintiff class of case."

It would appear that the entire matter of wrongful death actions can be considered from the point of view of the basis or the right to bring an action. Gordon claims that there are three bases — causative, legal and biological.

The causative approach completely ignores the fetus and his rights and considers merely the causal relationship between the negligent conduct or action of a possible defendant and the injury sustained. In this analysis, birth is the dominant right to sue and, in the eventuality of a stillborn, there could not be any action.
The legal approach is based upon an advantage to be gained by the plaintiff — what is to his benefit. If a fetus dies, he can derive no advantage or benefit by bringing a tort action — the benefit would be to his beneficiaries — and, thus, no action would be allowed.

The biological approach depends upon the concept of life, which becomes the grantor of rights and wherever there is life, there is a right to sue for the extinction of that life. According to modern scientific investigation, this life begins at conception. Since life and not birth is the basis of the right to sue, in the event of a stillbirth, a wrongful death action could be accorded. 5

Despite the above-mentioned difficulties surrounding suits, entered on behalf of stillborns, some courts have recognized the right to sue and have entertained such suits.

The first case in the United States was heard in the State of Minnesota in 1949 — Verkennes v. Corniea. The mother had suffered a rupture of the uterus during labor and both she and the child died. A suit was filed on behalf of the deceased alleging negligence against the attending physician and the hospital. 5

In 1954, a case was returned by the court of last appeal in Mississippi to the trial court so that arguments on the question of negligence could be weighed by the jury, since a directed verdict had been given in the original trial. This was also a malpractice suit and the return to the trial court, for the consideration of negligence, clearly implied that the deceased child had the right to bring the action. 6

Many states, in recent times, basing their findings on the principle that life — and not birth — is the donor of the right to sue, have recognized and entertained actions of recovery with reference to stillborns. 6

Tenn. v. 30th, South Carolina, Massachusetts and Alaska Courts have declared that live birth curtails the fullness of the legal personality, which in turn, grants the right to sue for recovery for injuries sustained during intrauterine life. Thus, no action can be filed on behalf of a child who is born dead. 7

Without considering the possible pre-natal injuries and conditions that could beset a fetus or without delving into the matter of negligence or the proof of negligence, — since these matters would be outside the scope of this paper — it is advisable, at this juncture, to mention that the right to enter an action might be recognized and allowed but a verdict favoring actual recovery cannot and shall not be entered until there is legally acceptable proof that the fetus was injured and that the negligent act of one who had a duty towards the fetus was the cause of the injury and, in the event of a subsequent death, that the injury was the cause of death. In short, it must be established that the defendant had a responsibility towards the fetus and that there existed a direct causal connection between his allegedly wanton and negligent act, the injury and the subsequent death.

Under the restrictions and limitations set forth above, the American Jurisprudence does grant the right to sue for prenatal injuries to a fetus during its intrauterine life — even though, in the opinion of some, the right may not be exercised until after live birth — since the law vests rights only in persons, the law, therefore, recognizes the non-viable and the viable fetus as a legal person.

It should be recalled that some courts have recognized and granted the right to bring suit on behalf of a fetus, who was never born alive.

Some proponents of liberal abortion take the position that, because some courts have insisted on a live birth before an action could be instituted, this fact seriously limits or diminishes the right of the fetus — even to the point of inferring that there is no right until there is a birth.

This writer would suggest that a true and valid distinction can and should be made between the basic, radical right and the exercise of the right. Applying the distinction to the matter at hand, a fetus would be considered to have the right, from the moment of conception throughout the period of its intrauterine life up to the moment of birth, to receive professionally competent care and the right to sue for any wanton and negligent act that might cause him injury but the actual filing of the suit would have to await his birth. The right to sue he has before he is born; the exercise of this right he has from the moment of birth.

Since the basic right to sue for injuries is vested in the fetus during pregnancy, it must be concluded that the law recognizes the fetus as being a person with human life that must be respected and with rights — among which is the right to live and to be born.

(to be continued)
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